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Perform calculation in sql query

If I read your question correctly, what I ask is, how do I use the result of one calculated column in another? Well, if you actually want to add this column to the table it can only be the calculation row within the new column - this may work but it requires more maintenance and is probably not an ideal solution (which works a SELECT statement but can increase maintenance load):
CREATE TABLE T (A NULL NOT INT, NOT X INT NULL, (CASE A WHEN NULL THEN 0 ELSE END) B, (CASE A TIME NULL AFTER 0 1 END) * X AS; This can be complicated and painful to maintain if the calculations are complex. However, you can define your basic calculations in the table and then put a view that can use your calculated columns: CREATE VIEW V AS
SELECT A, B, B*X AS C FROM T; This logic is isolated because it is my advice because of how simple it is to protect it. Calculation C never requires information about how B is calculated, it uses only the generated value. If you don't like it, your other option is to define the logic in the query against the table itself and calculate on it. There are several ways to do this, where there
are a couple of preferred ones: COMMON TABLE EXPRESSIONS - CTE Method Results AS ( SELECT A , (CASE A TIME NULL AFTER 0 ELSE 1 END) B , X - don't forget to add the other columns you need! FROM MyTable ) Select A, B, B* X AS C FROM results; SUBQUEUES -- SubQuery SELECT A, B, B* X AS C FROM (SELECT A , (CASE A WHEN NULL THEN 0 ELSE 1
END) AS B , X -- don't forget to add the other columns you need! FROM MyTable) AS results; TABLE VARIABLE -- Total overkill, but can be done (you can use a temp table instead) DECLARE @results TABLE (A INT NOT NULL, B INT NOT NULL, X INT NOT NULL); A @RESULTS , (CASE A WHEN NULL THEN 0 ELSE 1 END) As B , X -- don't forget to add the other columns
you need! MYTable SENDER; @results SELECT A, B, B*X AS C FROM THE LIST; Perform Arithmetic Operations You use an arithmetic expression when you need to perform calculations in the SQL statement. An arithmetic expression can contain column names, numeric numbers, and arithmetic operators. If you haven't done so, read the Prereleas conditions for this tutorial and
apps. When using arithmetic operations in the SELECT statement, consider the following facts: There are seven arithmetic operators: Aggregation, Subsecation, Multiplication, Division, Modulo, DIV, Unary minus. Operator Description + Additional operator - Minus operator * Multiplication operator / Division operator % Modulo operator DIV (v4.1.0) Integer section - Unary minus.
Changes the mark of the argument. Similar to basic arithmetic calculations, arithmetic operators in SQL have Operator Priority. If the arithmetic expression contains more than one operator, the multiplication operator and division operator are evaluated first, and then the aggregation and minus operator are evaluated. When two with the same first, the expression is evaluated from
left to right. Here is the mySQL arithmetic operator priority, the highest priority is the lowest. Operators shown on the same line have the same first place. Order Evaluated Operators 1- (unary minus) 2*/%DIV 3+- The backs can be used to force a transaction to take precedence over other operators. The files are also used to improve code readability. Application #1: Arithmetic
operation in SQL SELECT statement. Copy and paste the following SQL into your SQLyog free Community Edition query window. Note that if there are multiple queries in the query window, SQL must end with a half-depoint overlap. Tutorials can download the database command on this page if most queries need the Northwind MySQL database. SELECT OrderID, ProductID,
UnitPrice*Quantity AS Regular Price, UnitPryat*Quantity-Quantity*Discount AS Post-Discount Price order_detailsSELECT OrderID, ProductID, UnitPrice*Quantity AS Regular Price, (1-Discount)*UnitPrice*Quantity AS Post-Discount Fiyatorder_details; Query result set - returned 2155 rows: Application #2: Modulo arithmetic operation in SQL SELECT statement. Copy and paste the
following SQL into your SQLyog free Community Edition query window. Note that if there are multiple queries in the query window, SQL must end with a half-depoint overlap. Tutorials can download the database command on this page if most queries need the Northwind MySQL database. SELECT UnitsInStock, UnitsInStock%3 AS Modulo by 3FROM products; Query result set -
returned 77 rows: Application #3: Integer partition arithmetic operation in SQL SELECT statement. Copy and paste the following SQL into your SQLyog free Community Edition query window. Note that if there are multiple queries in the query window, SQL must end with a half-depoint overlap. Tutorials can download the database command on this page if most queries need the
Northwind MySQL database. Query result set: Application #4: Integer partition arithmetic operation in SQL SELECT statement - rounding. Copy and paste the following SQL into your SQLyog free Community Edition query window. Note that if there are multiple queries in the query window, SQL must end with a half-depoint overlap. Tutorials can download the database command
on this page if most queries need the Northwind MySQL database. Query result set: Application #5: Use a Unary minus to change the mark of an argument in the SQL SELECT statement. Copy and paste the following SQL into your SQLyog free Community Edition query window. Note that if there are multiple queries in the query window, SQL must end with a half-depoint overlap.
Tutorials can download the database command on this page if most queries need the Northwind MySQL database. Query result set: Other tutorials in this category1. Base SELECT Statement2. Using the Column Alias in SELECT Statement3. Literal Character using Strings4. Use the WHERE Clause to Select Conditional Data Sort6. Use the LIMIT Side to Limit the Number of
Rows Received7. Comparison operators, using Section I8. Comparison operators, using Part II9. USING LIKE Comparison Operator10. Using Logical Operators11. Recall duplicate Rows to The Tutorial Index Page Cross APPLY(Oracle 12c): --Sample data: CREATE TABLE NUMBER(10.2),ColumnB NUMBER(10.2),ColumnC NUMBER(10.2)); INSERT INTO tab (ColumnA,
ColumnB, ColumnC) VALUES (2, 10, 2); INSERT INTO tab (ColumnA, ColumnB, ColumnC) VALUES (3, 15, 6); INSERT INTO tab (ColumnA, ColumnB, ColumnC) VALUES (7, 14, 3); TO COMMIT; Query: SELECT ColumnA, ColumnB, sub.calccolumn1, sub.calccolumn1 / ColumnC AS calccolumn2 FROM tab t CROSS APPLY (SELECT t.ColumnA + t.ColumnB AS calccolumn1
FROM dual) sub; Note that DBFiddle Demo CROSS APPLY/OUTER APPLY is also available in other sentences: SELECT ColumnA, ColumnB, sub.calccolumn1, sub.calccolumn1 / ColumnC AS calccolumn2 FROM tab t CROSS APPLY (SELECT t.ColumnA + t.ColumnB AS calccolumn1 FROM dual) sub WHERE sub.calccolumm1 = 12; -- By GROUP ... -- by ORDER ...; This
approach allows to prevent the entire query from being packaged with an external query or copying/pasting the same expression in multiple places (it can be difficult to maintain with a complex query). Related article: SQL Language's Most Missing Feature Last updated February 26, 2020 8:07:43 Athythmetic operators may perform arithmetic operations on relevant digital
operands. Arithmetic operators have addition(+), subsecation(-), multiplication(*), and division(/). + and - operators can also be used in date arithmetic. Function Meaning + (Insert) Aggregation Numeric value - (Subsecation) Subsecation Numeric value * (Multiplication) Multiplication Numeric value / (Division) Divisional value % (Modulo) Returns the integer rest of a partition. For
example, 17% is 5 = 2 2% because the rest of the 17 is divided by 5. Numeric value Syntax: SELECT &lt;Expression&gt;[arithmetic operator]&lt;expression&gt;... FROM [table_name] WHERE [expression]; Parameter Description Expression Consists of a single constant, variable, scalar function, or column name, and can also be part of an SQL query that compares values with
other values or performs arithmetic calculations. arithmetic operator Plus(+), minus(-), multiplication(*), and divide(/). table_name name of the table. Example: SQL Arithmetic Operators This is a simple example using SQL arithmetic operators: SELECT 15+10-5*5/5 FROM dual; The SQL plus (+) operator SQL plus (+) operator is used to add two or more expressions or numbers.
Sample table: the customer can 'change' from the 'customer' table cust_name condition, To get data for 'opening_amt', 'receive_amt', ('opening_amt' + 'receive_amt') - sum 1. Sum of 'opening_amt' and 'receive_amt' is greater than 15000, the following SQL statement is available : SELECT cust_name, opening_amt, receive_amt,&lt;/expression&gt; &lt;/Expression&gt;+
receive_amt) CUSTOMER WHERE (opening_amt + receive_amt)&gt;15000; Out: CUST_NAME OPENING_AMT RECEIVE_AMT (OPENING_AMT+RECEIVE_AMT) ---------------------------------------- ----------- ----------- ------------------------- Sasikant 7000 18000 Ramanathan 7000 11000 18000 Avinash 7000 11000 18000 Shilton 10000 7000 17000 Rang The 8000 11000 19000
Venkatpati 8000 11000 19000 Sundariya 7000 11000 18000 SQL minus (-) operator SQL minus (-) operator is used to remove an expression or number from another expression or number. Example: 'Customer' from 'cust_name' table, To receive data for 'opening_amount', 'payment_amount' and 'oustanding_amount' under the following condition - 1. 'outstanding_amt' -
'payment_amt' is equal to 'receive_amt', the following SQL statement is available:/p&gt; SELECT cust_name.opening_amt, payment_amt, outstanding_amt FROM customer WHERE(outstanding_amt-payment_amt)=receive_amt; Output: CUST_NAME OPENING_AMT PAYMENT_AMT OUTSTANDING_AMT ---------------------------------------- ----------- ----------- --------------- Stuart 6000
3000 11000 SQL multiplication ( * ) operator THE SQL multiplication ( * ) operator is used to multiply two or more expressions or numbers. Example table: 'Create an invoice' from the 'agents' table agent_code following, Agents for obtaining 'agent_name', 'working_area' and ('commission'*2) data - twice as large as 0.25 of the default 'commission', the following SQL statement is
available: SELECT agent_code, agent_name, working_area, (commission*2) FROM agent WHERE (commission*2)&gt;0.25; Out: AGENT_ AGENT_NAME WORKING_AREA (COMMISSION * 2) ------ ---------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- -------------- A003 Alex London 0.26 A001 Subbarao Bangalore .28 A007 Ramasundar Bangalore .3 A011 Ravi Kumar
Bangalore .3 A010 The Santakumar Chennai .28 A005 Anderson Brisban .26 A006 McDen London .3 A004 Ivan Torento .3 SQL divide ( / ) operator SQL divide ( / ) operator is used to divide one expression or number into another. Example: 'cust_name', 'opening_amt', 'receive_amt', 'outstanding_amt' as a column under the heading 'commission' under the following condition from
the customer table, To get 'outstanding_amt', 'receive_amt', '5/100) data - 1. 'outstanding_amt' less than or equal to 4000, the following SQL statement can be used: SELECT cust_name, opening_amt, receive_amt, outstanding_amt, (receive_amt*5/100) commission FROM CUSTOMER WHERE outstanding_amt&lt;=4000; Out: CUST_NAME OPENING_AMT RECEIVE_AMT
OUTSTANDING_AMT COMMISSION ---------------------------------------- ----------- ----------- --------------- ---------- Holmes 6000 5000 4000 250 Bolt 5000 7000 3000 350 Karl 4000 6000 30 The operator of the00 Steven 5000 7000 3000 3000 3500 3500 3500 3500 3500 (%) operator SQL MODULO returns the rest of the partition (an integer). Example: The following SQL statement can be
used to get the 150-to-7 split module from the DUAL table : SELECT 150%7; Output: I Want Application SQL Exercises The article above? Contribute to Your Notes/Comments/Examples via Disqus. Previous: SQL Operators Next: Comparison Operator Operator
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